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Chapter 1 : A Complete Guide To The SMOK T-Priv Mod - Guide To Vaping
The SMOK T-Priv Mod is the latest generation of the Priv series developed by the manufacturer and brand, SMOK. It
offers an agressive appearance filled with fascinating LED lighting, superior quality and durability, as well as a nice
performance output to complete the brilliant addition to the vaping market.

It features the same style of firing bar and customizable LED sideshow only in a slightly more compact
package, which makes it easier to hold and use even for users with small hands, like myself. The T-Priv also
has a higher power output than the X Cube 2 â€” W compared to W â€” and much more impressive design,
which appears to have been inspired by The Transformers. A Look at the Contents The T-Priv W can be
purchased both as a standalone vaporizer, and as part of a ready-to-vape kit. The kit comes in the usual SMOK
packaging, a large rectangular box, with a picture of the T-Priv mod and the included SMOK Baby Beast
sub-ohm tank, on the front, and a short description, a list of contents, and the usual warnings and legal
information, on the back. Inside the box, we have the SMOK T-Priv mod sitting snug in a Styrofoam holder,
and underneath, we have the Big baby Beast in matching colors, a micro-USB cable for charging and firmware
updates, a spare glass tube for the tank, a spare coil-head, a couple of protective vape bands also for the tank, a
bag of spare o-rings, and a user manual. Luckily, it does manage to stand out thanks to a really cool design.
The mod itself measures I personally prefer the rounded edges of those two mods to the classic box-like shape
of the T-Priv, but I know a lot of people who prefer this rugged squarish shape. Anyway, moving on, probably
the most distinctive design feature of the T-Priv W mod are the cutouts of the metal body on three of its sides.
On the flip side, a lot of people like making the mod their own, and showing it off to their peers, and this
feature allows them to do just that. SMOK has pretty much replaced the classic power button with a side firing
switch, or firing bar, on virtually all its mods, and the T-Priv W is no different. This is a very solid firing
switch, especially when compared to that of the older SMOK H-Priv , which worked great, but made a weird
clunking sound when you pressed it. They work very well, but they are a bit loose and tend to rattle a bit when
you shake the mod. True to its X Cube 2 roots, the T-Priv has a top facing OLED display, with a clever cutout
that accommodates atomizers up to 25 mm in diameter without having to sacrifice screen space. The
connection is very solid, and I have to mention that SMOK has been very consistent with its connections
throughout the years. All you have to do is press down on it and slide it outwards, to open it, and press it back
down and press it in, to close. If not, there are plenty of other dual-battery vaporizers you can choose from.
The home screen on the display is not as impressive looking as that of the SMOK Alien, but it still features all
the important information you need to keep an eye on while vaping. To access the menu, all you gave to do is
press the firing bar three times in rapid succession. If you want to read about them, just check any of my
reviews of these mods, or just check the user manual. This is where you get to play with the light show to
really make the mod your own. Once you access the menu, you can choose what color the mod will light up.
You have seven individual colors and two multiple color options â€” Rainbow and RGB. In Rainbow, the
lights will cycle through the seven individual colors, and in RGB, it will only cycle through red, green and
blue. In Normal mode, the mod will just light up, in Jump, the light will blink, and in Fade, the LEDs will
either slowly fade out and light back up, or just slowly fade from one color to the next, depending on your
chosen option. Finally, you can select when the T-Priv light up. You can set the LEDs to stay on as long as the
fire bar is pressed, as long as the screen is turned on, always, or never. That last one really comes in handy
when you want be less conspicuous. On the T-Priv, you are only limited to 7 and a couple of transitions of
these colors. The same goes for navigation. At least not significantly, anyway. And as long as the difference is
under an hour, I would consider it insignificant. They have the same maximum power output, and, apart from
the light show, the exact same features. So, as far as I am concerned, the only difference between them is
purely aesthetic. I did do a dry burn test in temp control, just for the sake of it, and the T-Priv seemed to
control the temperature very well. And who can blame them, really? The Big Baby Beast has a capacity of 5
ml of e-liquid, comes with two different types of coil-heads â€” a 0.
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T-PRIV. My Conquest Is the Sea of Stars. Hollow out design of T-Priv mod shows domineering, the big fire key kindles
your desire, adjustable LED meets your various color demands, and W output is powered by 2x batteries.

The Smok T-Priv W TC kit review shows that it is like they are trying to strike a balance between appealing to
the hardcore vape crowd and new vapers alike. How well did a balance they strike? Not bad at all! Unboxing
the T-Priv W Kit Smok seems to stick with the norm with this box, nothing special about it sides are bland and
uninteresting, though I do have to say the front picture is really nice with the device having almost a 3D effect.
On the back of the box, it has everything you would expect including a scratch of authenticity code. Tossing
off the top of the box exposes the T-Priv for us comfortably sitting in a felted foam insert. Underneath the mod
and foam insert is the rest of the kit, right away after taking it out you are greeted by the instructions manual
and safety warnings, everything you are going to need to know about the device should be in the manual so try
not to lose it. In The Smok T-Priv W TC kit review, I must note that packaging is familiar with the rest of how
the brand packages so if you are looking to get one do not expect magic from the unboxing. The T-Priv Kit
Includes: However, if you are not all about having a great experience from unboxing to first firing, then you
will not have to worry. The big flash or draw is for sure the device itself, as it just looks fantastic. When
holding The Smok T-Priv W TC kit, it feels nice and weighty nothing out of the ordinary compared to other
devices like the Revenger W Kit which is about the same size and does about the same amount of stuff. The
Big Baby tank just completes the package with a beautiful big design and matching the color. The Looks The
T-Priv what to say about it, the box mod name really applies to this piece of kit. However, it is not overly
boxy on the edges which are rounded giving it a nice feel when holding it in hand. On top of that, the overall
look of the device is almost like a fancy supercar or maybe more like a transformers body. The LED lights are
a nice touch and light up a bunch of colors. I must say the paint on the T-Priv is outstanding and indeed an
eye-catching job. Too big, too small, or just right? The size of the device is not bad right around the average
size for a box mod at The mod by itself is not too heavy feels right but loaded with the tank, juice, and
batteries can become a bit heavy. It super comfortable and a joy to use. On the top is a Delrin drip tip which is
removable, loading e-liquid is simple also as next to the drip tip is a small arrow telling you which way to
push. Pushing in the arrow direction swivels out the top cover allowing for quick and easy refilling. The
bottom has two airflow slits which are adjustable by just twisting the airflow covers.
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What's Included With The T-Priv. As mentioned, the SMOK T-Priv is available as a standalone unit, meaning just the
mod, and as a full kit. With buying the mod you're getting just that, the mod and a USB cable.

Box Mods share Everything old is new again. But, is that enough to warrant another SMOK mod purchase?
With a jarring, erratic cutaway chassis, the mod looks cracked, as if someone struck it with a blunt object.
However, once removed from the box, the stark, industrial design comes together to make a strong first
impression â€” especially when compared to the smooth lines and seamless curves of most other mods. The
mod surprised me with its size and heft. Its aluminum frame is actually just a hair smaller than the recently
reviewed iJOY Captain â€” but that device had larger batteries to accommodate. UNfortunately, the raised lip
that protects the screen prevents the use of anything much bigger than that. The cutaways have rounded edges,
and never get in the way of a comfortable grip. They are responsive and have a decent feel, but considering
how many different technologies SMOK packs into their devices, are buttons really a major production
hurdle? The rest of the kit offers a nice bundle for the asking price, as SMOK have included a matching Big
Baby Beast tank , micro-USB cable for onboard charging and firmware updates, spare glass, an extra Baby
coil, vape bands and the usual bag of goodies. Show me the light! Some are gaudier than others, but all paired
perfectly with my silver and black test model, with a gentle white glow being my personal preference. Given
the wide range of T-PRIV colors available, and the different flash and pulse effects at your disposal, the
backlight allows users to make their mods as freaky or as subtle as they desire. But much of the aggressive
frame styling centers on using the light, and seems a little strange without it. Either way, the LED had no
noticeable effect on battery life, and I came to enjoy it the more I put it to use. But it is nonetheless difficult to
read at a glance. Obviously, the LED lights and cutaways on the chassis made this a necessary design choice,
but I found myself wishing one side of the device contained a 0. Which means it is clear, user-friendly and
precise, and remains a benchmark for other companies to follow. Maybe next time, SMOK. While it consumes
a lot of battery power at this wattage, volume vapers looking for a few high-powered puffs should have no
problems pushing the T PRIV. Under more typical use in wattage mode, the T-PRIV performed as well as the
Alien, with smooth, uninterrupted puffs at a wide range of outputs. There is virtually no ramp-up time, even
on ultra-low-resistance builds, and I noticed no power spikes or drops when chain vaping. When using the
included Big Baby sub-ohm tank , performance was excellent all around. Unfortunately, I encountered a few
hiccups when switching to temperature control. When the cells began to get a little low on the indicators, the
mod continued to perform as if they were fresh. Other than a few minor missteps with temperature control, the
T-PRIV did everything I asked of it, with battery life to spare. The control buttons could be sturdier. The
screen is a little small. And something this wide should definitely accommodate 30mm atomizers. Valid
criticisms, to be sure.
Chapter 4 : T-Priv - SMOKÂ® Innovation keeps changing the vaping experience!
The T-Priv kit ships in the now-standard packaging we have come to expect from SMOK. You get the TFV8 Big Baby
tank and two coils, the V8 Baby Q2 and T8, to start you off. The usual spares come with the kit too - o-rings, a spare
juice inlet, vape band, and spare tank glass.

Chapter 5 : New SMOK T-PRIV Mods â€“ Vape Envy of Texas
The T-PRIV mod by Smok has a temperature control mode that is compatible with nickel, stainless steel, and titanium,
and can fire up to W. The mod is powered by 2 batteries that are replaced through a slot on the bottom of the T-Priv box
mod.

Chapter 6 : SMOK T-Priv 3 W TC Kit With TFV12 Prince Tank - 8ML
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The SMOK T-PRIV 3 W Box Mod is a special high-caliber vape device, integrating a triple powered platform capable of
firing up to W within an aggressively designed masterpiece.

Chapter 7 : SMOKÂ® Innovation keeps changing the vaping experience!
Descriptions: SMOK T-Priv 3 W TC Kit, the powerful vape Device by calendrierdelascience.com the same hollow out
design as T-Priv mod to show the king's ambition, features ergonomically designed that more convenient to grasp in
hand.

Chapter 8 : SMOK T PRIV W TC Kit Review | Spinfuel VAPE
The new SMOK T PRIV W TC Kit, at just $ at Vapor Authority, is available now in several colors, with more on the way.
Featuring the colored lights and top-mounted display made famous by the X-Cube II, the clicky, improved firing bar from
the Alien, and the striking, angular design choices from the H-Priv, the SMOK T PRIV represents a.

Chapter 9 : SMOK T-PRIV W TC Kit Review - Beauty and Power in a Compact Kit
I do not know where you can get that,but I have Included a review for the Smok G-Priv for you from Daniel at DJLsb- he
really goes in depth so maybe he touches on what you are searching for!
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